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September 2021 
 

Barony of Shattered Crystal 

My friends, 

 

It has been a long time since we have had the opportunity to fully delight in the 

company of our fellows throughout the Lands. In the interim, many people have 

undertaken new projects, new research, a new recipe, or maybe a new tv series 

you’ve enjoyed. No judgement, I’ve been frightfully non-productive myself. But I 

would offer a challenge to each of you. My challenge is to share something you’ve 

learned (modern or medieval) with the group. Feel free to make this silly or serious 

(but PG13).  The format for this sharing will be to submit a writing about your learn-

ing to our Chronicler for inclusion in the next ‘Shards’.  A paragraph or a three page 

scholarly article, whatever conveys your thoughts best. Pictures or drawings will be 

marvelous additions. 

 

Since I have issued this challenge, it will be my pleasure to provide a token of 

thanks for those who participate. 

 

Baronessa Petrona  
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Recent Awards 

Lady Asa the Nine Fingered (AOA) 

Lord Magnus DeGandr (AOA) 

Kyrios Kallinikos Gavras (Silver Oak) 

Mistress Alphia Biraz-Pars (Order of the Winged Barbel—Illiton) 

BARONESSA’S LETTER TO THE BARONY 

In Person Events 

Begin Again! 

Beginning July 1st, SCA and 

Kingdom rules are allowing us 

to be in person! 

We’ll see you every Tuesday at 

the Moose Lodge! 

Reminder: The Crown has asked for recommendations for 

Kingdom level awards.  Please see page 2 for a break-

down of the awards! 
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One of the goals of the archive is to preserve the work of our artisans. Our artisans always amaze with their 
beautiful creations. I feel it is important to record and preserve them as a part of our history. As such I am cur-
rently in the process of building a photo archive of baronial site and award tokens.  
  
Beautiful work is done to design and create these mementos of fun times! I am especially interested to identify 
site tokens for each crystal ball and Chamfron. 
  
These are pictures of tokens I am currently trying to identify. If you know the token please let me know. Or if 
you have tokens that you want to add to the archive then please contact me to send pictures of them or allow 
the token to be photographed for the archive.  
  
As always if you have any suggestions for other items that should be added to the archive please let me 
know.  
  
In Service, 
Cristen Fynlo MKA David Williams 
  

Greetings From the Archives 
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ARMISTICE 

BY MISTRESS CAROLINE 

  

I was undecided if I should write about my time at Armistice since a few in our barony had nega-
tive comments about the event. However, I decided that they were the uninformed, and I had positive 
things to say about Armistice, so I will. The concept of Armistice is one of peace and the resolution of 
problems.  

The non-SCA event went from July 29th to August 9th and well over 1,400 attended. It was held 
where Pennsic is usually held - at Cooper’s Lake Campground in parts of the same area where Pennsic 
normally is. The merchants were on the avenues beside and behind the “barn” and on the road in front 
of Midrealm Royal. There were some good food vendors, which included Aunt Pat ’s and the normal ice 
cream shop. (Aunt Pat’s has my favorite, a New York style Ruben, and I love the ice cream shop.)  

Now, we have excellent cooks and meals in the group with which I camp, but at the real Pennsic 
a Ruben and an ice cream cone are part of my joy in the Pennsylvanian camping experience, so I had to 
include them in the non-Pennsic. Since I didn’t have much money to spend on shopping and actually 
didn’t need much, I “window-shopped” and picked up a few items for friends. Merchants were diversi-
fied, and they knew that their profit level would not be great, but the ones I was in contact with were sat-
isfied.  

I camped with my household, Holt Herotus, led by Duke Sir Talymar, who, with his wife Mistress 
Melisande, just stepped down as Baron and Baroness of Middle Marches in Ohio. We camped in our 
usual spot on the top of Rune Stone Hill, and the front part of the encampment was on the edge of Mid-
realm Royal, while the back was another group.’  

Camping takes a lot of work setting up and taking down, but when people help each other, it can 
be made easier, if not fun. They even found jobs and allowed me to help.  

Most of the campers at the event wanted to keep the Coopers in business, help our merchant 
cronies, have a laid-back time, and see friends. We accomplished those things.  

It was great to see old friends. My fellow Holt Herotus campers had been vaccinated and all had 
masks available when they were needed. Since I am known to be a hugger, many buddies I met would 
stand with arms on my shoulders and say something like, “Are you accepting hugs?”  You bet I was.  

People peacefully did what they enjoyed. We had a music “corner” in our camp where people 
could sit and talk or play together. The shade-fly in front of the tent I shared with my long-time friend Ol-
wen was next to the road; so we had a lot of visitors. People were respectful of noise in the late eve-
nings, and when there was a Mid-Eastern night nearby, it did not last really late. Nights were basically 
quietly serene  

Meal time in our camp was fun with good friendship and great food. Two of us regularly celebrate 
our birthdays during this time, and the cooks usually fix a special treat for us to share. On two nights we 
had the added enjoyment of the showings of Princess Bride and The Holy Grail for those who wanted to 
watch them on the wall of our big kitchen tent. We had a fire ring and several nights there was a camp 
fire lit. One memorable night, we sat around the fire and sang popular songs of the 60’s through 90’s. It 
was a hoot.  

The weather was really spectacular, and the evenings were cool if not downright cold. Many 
nights were good sleeping bags or extra covers nights. The hills of Western Pennsylvania make for 
good camping conditions.  

The bath houses were open and porta-potties were well spaced and serviced twice a day. Those 
are important factors when camping.  
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Add one word to another to make a medieval 
third word.  

EXAMPLE: A lightweight camping bed of can-
vas   cot   plus 2,000 pounds  ton   make a type 
of late period fabric-  cotton  .  

  

What your feet stand upon ______ plus a por-
cine animal frequently raised in Europe in the 
Middle Ages _____, and make a small animal 
common in the Middle Ages that we use to help 
forecast spring weather. __________  

  

A rodent who helped spread the Black Plague 
____ plus a shade of brown ____make a plant 
product used to make SCA swords _________  

  

A long-shafted weapon used in battle 
__________ plus a candy often left under a 
modern hotel pillow ____ to make a common 
medieval herb ____________  

  

A male offspring _____ plus something used to 
catch fish ____ make a form of Shakespearean 
poetry _________.  

  

An early form of illumination often made of 
bee’s wax_________, plus the jab of a physi-
cian’s needle _______, to make a much-used 
form of Dark Ages’ light ____________.  

  

Take the __________, the words and message 
on an SCA scroll, plus a printed object one can 
find in a library _______ to make what a stu-
dent held in Renaissance times instead of a 
tablet or computer to read his lesson 
____________.  

  

Male adults _____ plus the highest playing card 
______ make a threat________ (much like lo-
custs)  

  

A symbol of Christianity _______ plus a rib-
boned decoration for a little girl’s hair _____ 
make a late medieval weapon that shot arrows 
with clout ____________  

  

A large body of salty water _____ plus a male 

offspring _______ make a period time 

_________  

 

  

A Word Game for All Ages 

By Baroness Caroline 

Continued from page 4 

 

Although, there were people who are thrown weapons devotees and fighters, my encampment didn ’t 
participate in the practices this time out. We were all at peace. There were others though who practiced on the 
battlefield as non-SCA.    

In the same way, Holt Herotus people have numerous “brass hats”, but they usually weren’t worn un-
less someone was on duty. For example, Vorlin only played “peer of the realm” when he was overseeing Troll.  

Instead of going into more detail, I’ll just say that people had a good, relaxed time.  

 Due to my macular degeneration, I could not drive myself as I did in 2019 and have done dozens of 
times, but Max took me to Champaign to meet Olwen. I stayed with her for a few days in Ohio, and then we 
went to Armistice. Max drove up on August 7th to pick up the 8-foot rattan spear poles I had bought for him, and 
he also fit me in to take me home.  
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 THE BASICS OF NORWEGIAN PICKUP BANDWEAVING 

ALFRUN INN GLADI 

Do you have a small loom and want to branch into pattern-weaving?  Norwegian Pickup (also known as Andean Pebble 

Weave or Baltic Pickup) is a good basic starting pattern.  Here are links to a few of the blog posts I used to learn.  If 

something below doesn’t make sense, these are great places to go. 

“Norwegian Pickup Bandweaving” There is also a book by this name.  The website contains a few projects and arti-

cles from the author of the book.  I have not gotten this book yet, but it is on my list! The website is wonderful, 

and if the articles are a good representation of the author’s writing, the book should be easy to follow. https://

norwegianpickupbandweaving.com/  

“How to: Basket weave Technique and Celtic Knot for the Inkle Loom” (by Lady Johanna Fleming) This post is a good 
walkthrough of how to weave a Celtic Knot pattern.  It goes through how to warp up the pattern and gives a row-by-row 
breakdown of the pattern pickups.  http://crafty-gal.blogspot.com/2014/09/how-to-basket-weave-technique-and.html?
m=1  

Materials: 
To do Norwegian Pickup, you will need the same materials and equipment you would need for any bandweaving project.  
A loom, shuttle, scissors, and yarn/thread.   

https://norwegianpickupbandweaving.com/
https://norwegianpickupbandweaving.com/
http://crafty-gal.blogspot.com/2014/09/how-to-basket-weave-technique-and.html?m=1
http://crafty-gal.blogspot.com/2014/09/how-to-basket-weave-technique-and.html?m=1
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Setting up: 
Warps in a Norwegian Pickup pattern fall into 2 categories: “Pattern” threads and “Background” threads.  Back-

ground threads will always follow sheds 1 and 2, controlled by your heddles.  Pattern threads will be dropped and 

picked up out of turn to create the pattern. 

Some hints for an easy-to follow and eye-popping pattern: 

Pattern threads are easiest to see if you use contrasting colors. 

Pattern threads should be thicker than background threads.  You can either use a thicker gauge yarn/thread for 

the pattern warps, or you can double up the pattern warps.  I typically double the pattern warps.  (Note 

that this will give your pattern a more filled out look.  I missed this hint on my first couple projects and 

they turned out fine, just slightly more “pixelated” than they should have) 

Here is a warping diagram for a small band.  This is a diagram with 5 pattern threads. I have shown them with 

double warps for the pattern threads.  The pattern is warped with 2 background warps between each pattern 

thread. 

 

Starting Your Weave 
When you follow the base sheds with this warp, you end up with what is known as basket or pebble weave.  (see top 

part of pattern clip below) It is a speckled look and very pleasing on its own.  By picking up and dropping pattern 

threads, you can easily create both simple shapes (diamonds, chevrons, diagonal stripes) and complex patterns 

(Celtic knots).   

Some pieces of knowledge that will make sense when you think about it, but may not be immediately obvious: 

Weaving pattern rows are numbered from the bottom up (because that’s the way you weave). 

Pattern threads are numbered from left-to-right. 

Norwegian pickup patterns often only show the pattern threads.  Since the background threads will always fol-

low the heddles, they aren’t important to the pattern. 

For a symmetrical pattern, you will need to have an odd number of pattern threads. 

Here is the instructions for some basic shapes:  

Diamond: 
  
Row 1: Follow shed 
Row 2: Pick pattern thread 3 
Row 3: Pick pattern threads 2 and 4 
Row 4: Pick pattern thread 4 
Row 5: Follow shed 
Row 6: Follow shed 
  
Notice that row 3 has all pattern threads up, but only threads 2 and 4 are 
mentioned.  The others are assumed to follow the shed and aren’t called 
out. 
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Alternating Chevons: 
Row 1: Drop thread 3 
Row 2: Pick threads 1 and 5 
Row 3: Pick threads 2 and 4 
Row 4: Pick thread 5 
Row 5: Drop threads 1 and 5 
Row 6: Drop threads 2 and 4 
  
Note that from row 6, the pattern would begin to 
repeat.  To reverse the chevrons, you would start 
with row 6 and count down to 1. 
  
Also note that by alternating picked and dropped 
chevrons, the back of this pattern will be the same 
of the front. 

 
Here are several plays on stripes.  By mixing picked and dropped rows, you can get very different looks. 
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CURIA CALL 

Her Crystalline Excellency  

Baronessa Petrona De Manciano 

baroness@shatteredcrystal.org 

 

Pursuivant (Herald)      Knight’s Marshal 

Kallinikos Rondi       Master Avery Austringer  

pursuivant@shatteredcrystal.org     (See Chatelain) 

 

Chatelain       Archery Marshal 

Master Avery Austringer 

Ted.kocot@gmails.com      ar-
cherymarshal@shatteredcrystal.org 

 

Demonstration Coordinator     Rapier Marshal 

Mistress Alphia Biraz-Pars      Lord Bartelmeu le Wis 

(See Equestrian Marshal)      rapiermarshal@shatteredcrystal.org 

 

Deputy Knight Marshal      Youth Marshal 

Master Avery Austringer      Lady Brigid MacCauley 

(See Chatelain)       boffermarshal@shatteredcrystal.org 

       

Equestrian Marshal      Chronicler (Acting) 

Mistress Alphia Biras-Parz      Asa the Nine-Fingered 

equestrianmarshal@shatteredcrystal.org    kristi.cagle@gmail.com 

Thrown Weapons Marshal     Minister of Youth 

Vacant        Baroness Caroline de Mercier 

         ministerofchil-

dren@shatteredcrystal.org 

Minister of Arts and Sciences     Web Minister 

Lady Catalina Mellini (Lina)     Lord Fintain Mac Aldin 

moas@shatteredcrystal.org     webminister@shatteredcrystal.org 

Seneschal        Exchequer  

Mistress  Berengaria Mordaunt     Cellach ni Thighearnaig 

seneschal@shatteredcrystal.org     exchequer@shatteredcrystal.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the September 2021 issue of The Shards, a publication of the Barony of Shattered Crystal of the Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, 

Inc.). The Shards is edited by and available from Kristi Cagle, 3 Stoney Dr, Dupo, IL 62239. It is not a corporate publication of SCA, Inc., and does not 

delineate SCA, Inc. policies.  

Copyright © 2021 Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. For information on reprinting photographs, articles, or artwork from this publication, please 

contact the Chronicler, who will assist you in contacting the original creator of the piece. Please respect the legal rights of our contributions. 
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September 2021 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

   1 2 
Mounted War Games 

 

3 
Mounted War Games 

4 
Mounted War Games 

Middle Kingdom 

Academy of Defense 

5 
Mounted War 

Games 

6 
Mounted War 

Games 

7 

Meeting 

 

8 9 
Vikings Come 

Home 

10 
Vikings Come 

Home 

Day of Play 5 

11 
Vikings Come Home 

Day of Play 5 

Pferdestadt Rapier 

Classic 

12 
Vikings Come 

Home 

Day of Play 5 

13 14 
Meeting 

15 16 
 

17 
Harvest Days 

37 

 

18 
Harvest Days 37 

Three Saints 

 

19 
Harvest Days 37 

 

20 21 
Meeting 

22 23 24 25 
Fall Coronation 

26 27 28 
Meeting 

29 30   
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October 2021 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

     1 2 
Clown Tourney—

Courtiers & Courte-

sans 

Red Dragon 

3 
Clown Tourney—

Courtiers & Courte-

sans 

4 5 
Meeting 

6 7 8 
Rendezvous At The 

Bridge XXXI 

9 
Rendezvous At The 

Bridge XXXI 

10 
Rendezvous At The 

Bridge XXXI 

11 12 
Meeting 

13 14 15 16 
Fall Crown 

17 18 19 
Meeting 

20 21 22 
Gryphon’s Fest—Our 

Saint’s Weekend 

23 
A Quest for Regular 

Event 

Gryphon’s Fest—Our 

Saint’s Weekend 

24 
Gryphon’s Fest—Our 

Saint’s Weekend 

25 26 
Meeting 

27 28 29 30 

31       
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November 2021 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

 1 2 
Meeting 

3 4 5 6 
Road to Pompeii 

Hammer & Annville 

iX: The Black Death 

Tour S. Oaken 

Virtually Bardic Mad-

ness XXIII—On the 

7 8 9 
Meeting 

10 11 12 13 
Fall University of 

the Midrealm 

14 15 16 
Meeting 

17 18 19 20 
Toys for Tots 

21 22 23 
Meeting 

24 25 26 27 

28 29 30 
Meeting 
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December 2021 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

   1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 
Meeting 

8 9 10 11 
Kris Kinder 

12 13 14 
Meeting 

15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 
Meeting 

22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 
Meeting 

29 30 31  


